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Get creative withherringbone
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At  Karndean we 

see flooring differently...
We travel the world in our quest to bring you  

exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the  

ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian  

outback and beyond, we seek out expressive  

and intriguing forms in the natural world to  

influence our unique floor designs. 
 

By combining these original features with cutting  

edge design, we create simply beautiful floors  

you’ll love for a lifetime.
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Explore our herringbone designs

A herringbone floor is sure to bring a sophistication to any room, from kitchens and bathrooms to 

bedrooms and living rooms. Look to our Art Select, Van Gogh and Knight Tile ranges for modern 

herringbone planks in wood and stone designs.

Palazzo Marble SM-VGT2413 | Canadian Urban Oak SM-VGW8116 Canadian Nude Oak SM-VGW8117

Canadian Nude Oak SM-VGW8117
Glenmore Oak SM-VGW8237
Antique French Oak SM-VGW8110

The choice is yours
Contemporary elegance

With clean lines that highlight the 

natural textures and colour variations 

in each plank, a herringbone floor is 

timelessly elegant.

Traditional parquet

Ideal for recreating a classic style in 

a period home, our Art Select oak 

parquet designs come in traditional 

9” x 3” planks which can be laid in 

either herringbone or block patterns.

Mix it up

For a statement style, why not combine 

complementary or contrasting designs 

for a stunning geometric effect. Select 

two, three or more of your favourite 

designs and get creative.

Double it

Add character to your space by 

doubling up the planks, to create 

a unique herringbone design with 

plenty of personality.
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Our Art Select wood collection features our most intricate designs taking inspiration from oaks 

sourced from the ancient forests of Europe. These highly realistic textured surfaces are combined 

with deep bevelled edges to define each individual plank, resulting in a collection that embodies 

luxury, sophistication and versatility.

Recreate a timeless period style with traditional 9” x 3” planks, featuring a mix of pale and dark 

golden oak designs and intricate grain details. Or for a contemporary take on the classic parquet 

style, opt for a modern 18” x 3” sized plank. From the subtle peachy hues of Savannah Oak to the cool 

grey tones of Glacier Oak, our Art Select collection offers a choice of oak designs that will bring the 

beauty of the natural world to life in your home. 

Full of charm & character

Featured product: Storm Oak AP07 | Prairie Oak SM-RL20

9” x 3”

18” x 3”

Art Select
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Black Oak AP03

Auburn Oak AP02

Blond Oak AP01

Art Select

Spanish Cherry AP05

Blond Oak AP01

Morning Oak AP06

Storm Oak AP07

Morning Oak AP06Auburn Oak AP02

Storm Oak AP07
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Glacier Oak SM-RL21

Prairie Oak SM-RL20

Savannah Oak SM-RL23

Mountain Oak SM-RL22

Prairie Oak SM-RL20

Glacier Oak SM-RL21 Savannah Oak SM-RL23

Mountain Oak SM-RL22

Design tip
Create impact across a room using the small 

planks to create a unique block design, ideal for 

contemporary and classic interiors alike. 
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Featured product:  Canadian Urban Oak SM-VGW8116 | SM-VGW8116-RKP | Canadian Nude Oak SM-VGW8117 | 
Glenmore Oak SM-VGW8237 | Antique French Oak SM-VGW8110

Taking inspiration from many wood species and natural stone found around the world, our Van Gogh 

range offers a wide range of designs to choose from, with selected products available in a 28” x 7” 

plank and others in a smaller 18” x 4.5” plank. With products inspired by European oaks to reclaimed, 

salvaged timbers, there is a design to suit both contemporary and rustic interiors alike.

Offering a flexible mix of products in a gluedown format or a click-locking rigid core, this collection 

is ideal for home decorators looking to create stylish interiors with a sense of flow over different 

subfloor conditions, including uneven or drying floors or where sound transmission from rooms 

above is a consideration.

Choose a blend of designs and mix them up to create a truly unique floor. Whether you opt for a 

couple of similar designs for a soft complementary look or a mix of contrasting wood and stone 

designs for a bold statement, there are endless options to bring character to your space.

Clean & contemporary
28” x 7”

18” x 4.5”
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Grey Brushed Oak
SM-VGW120T | SM-VGW120T-RKP

Warm Brushed Oak SM-VGW121T | SM-VGW121T-RKP

Grey Brushed Oak SM-VGW120T | SM-VGW120T-RKP

Salvaged Barnwood SM-VGW123T | SM-VGW123T-RKP

Golden Brushed Oak SM-VGW122T | SM-VGW122T-RKP
Warm Brushed Oak

SM-VGW121T | SM-VGW121T-RKP

Golden Brushed Oak
SM-VGW122T | SM-VGW122T-RKP

Salvaged Barnwood
SM-VGW123T | SM-VGW123T-RKP

Natural wood
grain emboss

A selection of our Van Gogh designs have been finished 

with a handcrafted emboss, accentuating the natural 

look and feel of the wood that inspired it. Look out for 

our natural wood grain icon to see which of our designs 

benefit from this natural finish.
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Canadian Urban Oak
SM-VGW8116 | SM-VGW8116-RKP

Texas Grey Ash SM-VGW8239

Texas White Ash SM-VGW8105 | SM-VGW8105-RKP

Neutral Brushed Oak SM-VGW126T 

Texas Grey Ash SM-VGW8239

Canadian Urban Oak SM-VGW8116 | SM-VGW8116-RKP
Texas White Ash

SM-VGW8105 | SM-VGW8105-RKP

Neutral Brushed Oak SM-VGW126T 

Design tip
Take the same design from room to room in 

different patterns to create a sense of continuity 

whilst giving each space its own identity.
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Croftmore Oak SM-VGW8240

Canadian Nude Oak SM-VGW8117

Glenmore Oak SM-VGW8237

Hayfield Oak SM-VGW8241

Glenmore Oak SM-VGW8237

Canadian Nude Oak SM-VGW8117

Croftmore Oak SM-VGW8240

Hayfield Oak SM-VGW8241
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Aviemore Oak SM-VGW8242

Antique French Oak SM-VGW8110

Palazzo Marble SM-VGT2413

Aviemore Oak SM-VGW8242 Palazzo Marble SM-VGT2413 | Canadian Urban Oak SM-VGW8116

Antique French Oak SM-VGW8110 
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Featured product: Rose Washed Oak SM-KP95 | Glacial Marble SM-ST27 | Midnight Marble SM-ST28

Our popular Knight Tile collection is our most affordable range, offering versatility to home 

decorators. This collection covers a range of finishes, including rustic, lime washed and marble looks 

in 18” x 3” herringbone plank sizes, all finished with a light surface texture.

From the pale tones of Washed Scandi Pine to the dark hues of Midnight Marble, there is a design 

and colourway suited for all interiors.

Accessible style
18” x 3”
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Pale Limed Oak SM-KP94

Rose Washed Oak SM-KP95 Pale Limed Oak SM-KP94

Lime Washed Oak SM-KP99

Washed Scandi Pine SM-KP132

Lime Washed Oak SM-KP99

Washed Scandi Pine SM-KP132

Rose Washed Oak SM-KP95 
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Washed Character Oak SM-KP144

Grey Limed Oak SM-KP138

Grey Studio Oak SM-KP152

Traditional Character Oak SM-KP146

Washed Character Oak SM-KP144

Grey Limed Oak SM-KP138 Grey Studio Oak SM-KP152

Traditional Character Oak SM-KP146
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core

Midnight Marble SM-ST28

Glacial Marble SM-ST27

Glacial Marble SM-ST27 | Midnight Marble SM-ST28

Dutch Limed Oak SM-KP154

Honey Limed Oak SM-KP155 Honey Limed Oak SM-KP155
Glacial Marble SM-ST27
Midnight Marble SM-ST28

Dutch Limed Oak SM-KP154 with DS07 5mm design strip

Design tip
For a statement style, why 

not combine complementary 

or contrasting designs for a 

stunning geometric effect.
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Blond Oak  
AP01

(pg 8)

Morning Oak 
AP06

(pg 9)

Storm Oak
AP07

Spanish Cherry 
AP05

(pg 9)

Black Oak  
AP03

(pg 8)

Auburn Oak 
AP02

(pg 8)

457mm x 76mm (18” x 3”)

Savannah Oak 
SM-RL23

(pg 11)

Mountain Oak 
SM-RL22

(pg 11)

228mm x 76mm (9” x 3”)

Art Select

Golden Brushed Oak  
SM-VGW122T | SM-VGW122T-RKP 

Salvaged Barnwood  
SM-VGW123T | SM-VGW123T-RKP

711mm x 178mm (28” x 7”)

Neutral Brushed Oak 
SM-VGW126T

Texas White Ash
SM-VGW8105 | SM-VGW8105-RKP 

Van Gogh

(pg 25) (pg 24)

(pg 25)

(pg 24)

(pg 26)

(pg 27)

(pg 28)

Washed Scandi Pine
SM-KP132

Pale Limed Oak
SM-KP94

Lime Washed Oak
SM-KP99

Rose Washed Oak
SM-KP95

Washed Character Oak
SM-KP144

(pg 26)

(pg 27)

Grey Limed Oak
SM-KP138

Grey Studio Oak
SM-KP152

Traditional Character Oak
SM-KP146

Dutch Limed Oak
SM-KP154

Honey Limed Oak
SM-KP155

(pg 28)

457mm x 76mm (18” x 3”)

Glacial Marble
SM-ST27

Midnight Marble
SM-ST28

(pg 29)

(pg 29)

Knight Tile

Aviemore Oak SM-VGW8242 Grey Studio Oak SM-KP152

(pg 9)

Glacier Oak  
SM-RL21

(pg 10)

Prairie Oak  
SM-RL20

(pg 10)

Grey Brushed Oak  
SM-VGW120T | SM-VGW120T-RKP 

Warm Brushed Oak  
SM-VGW121T | SM-VGW121T-RKP 

(pg 14)

(pg 14)

(pg 15)

(pg 16)

(pg 16)

Texas Grey Ash
SM-VGW8239

(pg 17)

(pg 15)

Palazzo Marble
SM-VGT2413

(pg 20)

Canadian Urban Oak
SM-VGW8116 | SM-VGW8116-RKP

(pg 17)

Also available in rigid core format

Glenmore Oak
SM-VGW8237

Croftmore Oak
SM-VGW8240

Canadian Nude Oak
SM-VGW8117

Aviemore Oak
SM-VGW8242

Antique French Oak
SM-VGW8110

Hayfield Oak
SM-VGW8241

457mm x 114mm (18” x 4.5”)

(pg 18)

(pg 19)

(pg 18)

(pg 19)

(pg 20)

(pg 20)

Ranges at a glance
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Floorstyle
Bring your design ideas to life.

See your future floor with our interactive room viewer,  

Floorstyle. If you see a colour you like, try it from the comfort  

of your own couch. 

Upload a picture of your room and get creative. Explore your 

options by changing your laying pattern and colours.

Visit karndean.com/floorstyle

Sample service
When choosing a floor, take into account all of the surrounding materials and finishes. What colour 
will the walls or cabinets be? Will you have stained or white skirting boards? All of these items play a 
part in narrowing down your flooring choices. 

Order free samples

Order three free chip samples to 

help narrow down your choices. 

These small samples are particularly 

helpful especially if you’re looking  

to create a moodboard of ideas to 

get started.

Why not take advantage of our 

full-size sample service?

If you’ve narrowed your choice 

down to a few designs, and you’re 

looking to get an idea of how each 

design will look in your room of 

choice against furniture and fabrics, 

our full-sized samples will guide you 

in making your decision.

Visit karndean.com to order your 

samples.
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Here’s what you can expect:

• Introduction to our wide range of wood, stone and abstract 

designs with a personal guided tour.

• Explore your ideas and practical needs with your dedicated 

design consultant.

• Discover the benefits of our different formats; gluedown 

and rigid core.

• Live demonstrations of optional laying patterns, 

complementary borders and design features.

• Up to six free full size samples to take home and we’ll put 

you in touch with a retail partner.

How to book:

Simply call our showroom direct on 01386 820182 or visit

karndean.com/showroom

Visit our
showroom

Our extensive network of independent retail partners are on 

hand to help you choose a simply beautiful floor that you’ll 

love for a lifetime.

Knowledgeable and fully trained, our retail partners offer an 

environment where you can explore our flooring and design 

your dream home.

• Karndean Inspire studios offer the ultimate showroom 

experience where you can view our full catalogue of 

designs and create a personalised floor.

• Karndean Select showrooms display a wide range of 

designs and can help you try out laying patterns and other 

design features.

• Karndean Partners are conveniently located with a selected 

range of designs on display and can order samples of your 

favourite floors.

You can be confident you are in safe hands. All our retail 

partners offer a full measure and quote service, have 

professional floor fitters who have been trained and have 

many years’ experience in installing Karndean and can 

provide advice on cleaning and caring for your new floor.

Visit your local retailer

Opening times:
Monday – Saturday:
9am - 5pm

Sunday & Bank Holidays:
10am - 4pm

Crab Apple Way,
Vale Park,
Evesham,
Worcestershire
WR11 1GP

Karndean Showroom

Our showroom is open by appointment only in order to provide all visitors with the best possible service and personal experience. 

An appointment can be made to meet with one of our design consultants or to simply browse our collection. If you live further 

away and it’s too far to travel, we also offer remote design consultations with our experts over the phone or via video call.

During your visit we will discuss your project and we will be able to give you advice on everything from subfloor requirements and 

product design to aftercare.
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Keep up-to-date with us:

Like us on Facebook KarndeanUK

Follow our boards on Pinterest KarndeanFloors

Follow us on Instagram Karndean_UK 

To share your new floor with us, simply post a picture of your transformation on 
Instagram with #karndeanstyle. We can’t wait to see your next update.

This page:  Canadian Urban Oak SM-VGW8116 | Palazzo Marble SM-VGT2413  |  Front cover:  Canadian Nude Oak SM-VGW8117

Colour and Pattern Reproduction

We are careful to make sure our brochures are accurate and printed to very high standards, but photography and printing cannot always create a perfect 
representation of our products. For this reason we strongly recommend that you look at a sample of any product you are considering before placing your order. 

All of our products are inspired by things we have seen in the natural world. Just as variation in colour and detail is part of the unique beauty of natural 
materials, it is also a feature of many of our designs. This means that with some of our products you will see natural variation when your floor is laid.

Karndean Designflooring
Tel: 01386 820200
Email: info@karndean.co.uk
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